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Abstract

Purpose—We describe our experience correcting a cohort of infants with contact lenses in the Infant Aphakia Treatment Study (IATS).

Materials and Methods—Fifty-seven infants 1 to 6 months of age were randomized to contact lens wear. An examination under anesthesia was performed at the time of enrollment and at approximately 1 year of age. A traveling examiner assessed visual acuity at approximately 1 year of age.

Results—Forty-two treated eyes (74 \%) were fitted with silicone elastomer (SE) contact lenses; twelve eyes (21 \%) with rigid gas permeable (RGP) contact lenses and three eyes (5 \%) wore both lens types. Median visual acuity was +0.80 logMAR in both lens type-wearing groups. The mean (± SD) keratometric power of the treated eyes was 46.3 ± 2.8 D at baseline and 44.6 ± 2.3 D at one year of age for a mean decrease of 0.2 ± 0.2 D/mo. Keratometric astigmatism of treated eyes was 1.98 ± 1.37 D at baseline and 1.62 ± 0.98 D at one year of age for a mean decrease of 0.05 ± 0.2 D/mo. The mean RGP lens base curve at baseline was 47.62 D ±2.62 D vs 47.00 D ± 3.50 D at 12 months after surgery. Children wearing SE lenses required a mean of 10.9 replacements (range 2–24) compared to 16.8 replacements (range 8–32) for children wearing RGP lenses. Three adverse events occurred.

Conclusions—Contact lenses were worn successfully with relatively few adverse events by a cohort of infants with unilateral aphakia. The visual acuity results were identical independent of the contact lens material or modality. RGP lenses needed replacement more often than SE lenses.
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Introduction

Until the 1970s, it was generally believed that there was no means of restoring the vision in an eye with a unilateral congenital cataract.\textsuperscript{1} However, subsequent studies demonstrated that excellent visual results could be obtained with early surgical treatment coupled with optical correction with a contact lens and patching therapy of the fellow eye.\textsuperscript{2,3} However, treatment results continue to be poor in some infants with unilateral congenital cataracts due to a delay in treatment or poor compliance with contact lens wear or patching therapy of the
fellow eye. The Infant Aphakia Treatment Study was designed to compare the visual outcomes in children 1 to 6 months of age with a unilateral congenital cataract randomized to optical aphakic correction with contact lenses or an intraocular lens (IOL). Children randomized to IOL treatment had their residual refractive error corrected with spectacles. Children randomized to no IOL had their aphakia treated with a contact lens. In previous publications we have shown that the visual results are comparable for these two treatments at 1 year of age, but significantly more of the infants randomized to IOL implantation required additional intraocular surgeries. In this report, we compare the visual results achieved with silicone elastomer (SE) and rigid gas permeable (RGP) contact lenses as well as describing in more detail the clinical findings of the children randomized to contact lens wear.

Materials and Methods

The Infant Aphakia Treatment Study (IATS) is a multicenter, randomized, controlled clinical trial comparing intraocular lens and contact lens treatments after cataract surgery performed in children with a unilateral congenital cataract at 1 to 6 months of age. The study design, surgical technique, follow-up schedule, patching and optical correction regimens, evaluation methods, and patient characteristics at baseline have been reported in detail previously and are only summarized in this report. The complete protocol for the IATS can be viewed online at (http://www.sph.emory.edu/IATS). This study was approved by the institutional review boards of all the participating institutions and was in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Informed consent was obtained from a parent or legal guardian of all patients prior to randomization. The off-label research use of the Acrysof SN60AT and MA60AC IOLs (Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth, Texas) was covered by US Food and Drug Administration investigational device exemption # G020021.

Study Design

The main inclusion criteria were a visually significant congenital cataract (≥3 mm central opacity) in one eye and an age of 28 days to <210 days at the time of cataract surgery. Infants with a unilateral cataract due to persistent fetal vasculature (PFV) could be enrolled in the study as long as the PFV was not associated with visible stretching of the ciliary processes or involvement of the retina or optic nerve. The other main exclusion criteria were an acquired cataract, a corneal diameter <9 mm, a medical condition that might interfere with visual acuity testing, an intraocular pressure (IOP) ≥25 mmHg and prematurity (<36 gestational weeks). Patients were randomized to have either an IOL placed at the time of the initial surgery or to be left aphakic and corrected with a contact lens. Patients were examined at 1 day, 1 week, and 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months after surgery. Grating visual acuity was measured by a traveling examiner at 1 year of age (±2 months) using Teller Acuity Cards (Stereo Optical, Chicago, Illinois). Keratometry measurements were obtained at the time of initial cataract surgery and at an exam under anesthesia done approximately 2 weeks prior to the visual acuity assessment at 1 year of age; two keratometric readings within 1.0 D of each other were averaged. Refractive error was determined with cycloplegic retinoscopy. Caregiver diaries and telephone interviews were used to ascertain optical correction wearing time and patching time.

Contact Lens Correction

Within one week following cataract surgery, patients randomized to the contact lens (CL) group were fitted with either a SE (Silsoft Super Plus; Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, New York) or a RGP (X-Cel Laboratories, Duluth, GA.) contact lens with a 2.0 D overcorrection to provide a near-point correction at 50 cm. Contact lenses were fitted in a clinical setting.
without the aid of general anesthesia. The initial lens type and wearing modality were chosen at the discretion of the contact lens professional at each study site. Contact lens professionals were certified by written examination for each investigational site. Patients were evaluated by both the surgeon and the IATS certified CL professional at each study visit. A patient was deemed to have failed contact lens wear if the lens was worn for fewer than 4 hours per day on average for a period of 8 consecutive weeks as defined by the IATS study protocol.

**Contact Lens Fitting**

Silsoft Super Plus contact lenses for pediatric aphakia (>20 diopters) are available with the following parameters: diameter, 11.3mm, base curves: 7.5 mm (45.00D), 7.7mm (43.75D), and 7.9mm (42.75D), optic zone of 7.0mm and powers ranging from +23.00D to +32.00D in 3D steps; the power closest to the target refractive error was selected. The Silsoft material has an oxygen permeability (Dk) value of 340, with oxygen transmissibility (Dk/t) of 58 at 0.61mm. [B+L, http://www.bausch.com/en_US/ecp/visioncare/product/softcontacts/silsoftplus_ecp.aspx accessed 08/18/2011]. If an accurate refraction could not be obtained initially, a 7.5mm BC/+32.0 D/11.3mm diameter Silsoft Super Plus lens was dispensed, and the lens power and fit were subsequently refined at the earliest opportunity. In cases in which a SE lens was not worn successfully, an RGP contact lens was fitted, and vice versa. RGP lenses were manufactured in Boston XO2 (hexafocon B, B+L, Rochester, NY) with an oxygen permeability (Dk) of 141, and a transmissibility of 28 at a nominal center lens thickness of 0.50mm.

A custom designed and standardized set of aspheric, high plus, lenticulated diagnostic lenses were used for RGP lens fitting. The diagnostic lenses have axial edge lifts of .11mm—.17mm. The lens design encompasses a mathematical relationship between the base curve and lens diameter. The base curve in millimeters plus 1.3mm equals the overall lens diameter. The size of the posterior optic zone equals the base curve radius in millimeters. If the diameter was increased, the anterior optic zone size was decreased to avoid center thicknesses greater than 0.50mm. However, the anterior optic zone diameter remained large enough for full pupil coverage in all gazes. The initial diagnostic lens base curve was selected by adding one diopter to the flat keratometric value. Ideally the lens fit would allow approximately 30 microns of tear power between the posterior lens surface and the cornea. Fluorescein dye was used to evaluate lens to cornea relationship, movement, centration and edge clearance. A change in lens-to-cornea relationship was primarily guided by fluorescein pattern evaluation. Lens powers were determined by retinoscopy over the diagnostic lens.

Application and removal training was provided to each caregiver along with a training video and written and verbal instructions that were confirmed at each study visit. Of the 42 SE patients, 28 wore a lens on a continuous wear schedule (7–21 nights), 6 wore daily wear, 3 both daily and continuous wear and 5 undocumented. Two patients wearing SE lenses had their routine lens care (removal, cleaning and/or exchange) performed by either the contact lens professional or the investigator at two clinical sites. Children wearing a GP material wore a lens on a daily wear basis.

**Statistical Methods**

The median visual acuity at 1 year of age for patients wearing RGP lenses was compared to that of patients wearing SE lenses using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. A nonparametric test was used because of the skewed distribution of the data and because of the assignment of visual acuity values for patients with vision below the level detectable with Teller acuity cards (low vision, light perception, no light perception). Keratometric measurements were made at the time of cataract surgery and at approximately 1 year of age. Since the eligibility
criteria for age was 1 to 6 months, the time interval between the keratometric measurements varied among patients and therefore the change in keratometric measurements was expressed as a rate (change per month). The mean keratometric power was compared between treated and fellow eyes at baseline and 1 year of age using a paired t test. The same test was used to compare the rate of change in keratometric power between treated and fellow eyes. The mean rate of change in keratometric power was compared between contact lens types using an independent group’s t test. A p-value <0.05 was deemed statistically significant.

Results

Study Population and Type of Contact Lens

There were 114 patients enrolled in the study with 57 patients randomized to contact lens treatment for aphakia. Among these 57 patients the median age at cataract surgery was 1.8 months (inter-quartile range = 1.1–3.1 months), 32 (56%) patients were female, and 49 (86%) patients were white. During the first 12 months after surgery, 42 (74%) patients wore SE lenses only on the treated eye, 12 patients (21%) wore RGP lenses only, and 3 patients (5%) wore both lens types. Only 3 of the 12 study sites fitted a RGP lens on a study patient. Thirty-seven of the eyes fitted with a SE lens wore a 7.5mm back optic zone radius (BOZR) with 11.3mm diameters. The remaining eight eyes were fitted with a flatter base curve. Five of these eight eyes were managed at one of the study sites.

The mean RGP lens BC at baseline was 47.62D ±2.62D. At 12 months after surgery, the mean RGP BC was 47.00D ±3.50D. Although our RGP sample size is small, the mean values determined in our study represent the initial RGP BC to be 1.62 D steeper than mean keratometric values at baseline and 1.87 D steeper at 12 months after surgery.

None of the patients randomized to contact lens wear was deemed a failure by study definition, and no secondary implants were performed during the first 12 months after cataract surgery.

Vision with Contact Lens Correction at 1 Year of Age

The visual acuity assessments were conducted by two masked, traveling examiners one of whom performed most of the examinations (72%). The median logMAR visual acuity of the treated eyes was +0.80 (Snellen equivalent 20/125) (interquartile range = 0.66–0.97). Very poor vision was present in the treated eye in 3 patients in the CL group (2 with pattern vision only detectable with the low vision card and 1 with light perception). The median logMAR visual acuity was 0.66 in the untreated eyes (Snellen equivalent 20/80–100)(interquartile range = 0.66–0.80).

There was no difference in median logMAR visual acuity between the 42 eyes wearing a SE lens only (median +0.80, interquartile range = 0.66–0.97) and the 12 eyes wearing a RGP lens only (median +0.80, interquartile range = 0.80–1.12 (p = 0.65).

Keratometric Findings

Keratometry measurements were available at both baseline and 1 year of age for 52 of the 57 contact lens patients. The mean time interval between baseline and 1 year of age was 8.5 months and varied from 4.1 to 10.4 months. At baseline, the treated eye was nearly 1.0 D steeper on average than the fellow eye (Treated Eye: 46.3 D, Fellow Eye: 45.4D, p = 0.009) (Table 1). The mean decrease in keratometric power per month was about 0.2 D for both the treated and fellow eyes (p = 0.56) resulting in a similar 1.0 D difference between the means.
of the treated and fellow eyes at 1 year of age (Treated Eye: 44.6 D, Fellow Eye: 43.4D, p = 0.001) (Table 1, Figure 1A and 1B).

The mean decrease in keratometric power per month was smaller for treated eyes wearing RGP lenses (0.10 D, n=12, SD=0.28) compared to eyes wearing SE lenses (0.22, n=39, SD=0.23) but this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.15).

**Corneal Astigmatism**

The mean (± SD) keratometric astigmatism in the treated eyes at baseline was 1.98 ±1.37 D (n = 57, range = 0–6.25 D) (Table 2). The mean baseline flat meridian was 45.38 ±2.66 D, (range = 39.50–52.12 D) and the mean baseline steep meridian was 47.36 ±2.91 D (range = 40.75–54.37 D). At 1 year of age, the mean keratometric astigmatism in the treated eyes was 1.62 ±0.98D (n = 52, range = 0–5.0D). The mean flat meridian at one year of age was 43.78 ±2.34 D (range = 40.25–53.62 D) and the mean steep meridian at one year of age was 45.40 ±2.34 D (range = 42.0–54.87 D). The mean decrease in keratometric astigmatism per month was 0.05 ± 0.2 D/mo.

**Contact Lens Replacements**

All contact lenses were provided by the study at no cost to the patient. During the first 12 months after surgery, replacement lenses were provided (n = 59) for 45 eyes (76%) wearing SE and 14 eyes (24%) wearing RGP lenses. Two patients are included in both groups as they were refit during the first 12 months after surgery with the alternative lens material and required lens replacements. Each time a lens was lost, a new over refraction determined or fitting parameter adjusted, two new lenses were provided to the patient.

For the SE wearing group, a total of 490 lenses were provided for 45 patients during the first 12 months after surgery. The average number of lenses provided per patient was 10.9 (range, 2–24). If one assumes an average retail cost of $175 per lens, eleven lenses equates to $1925. For the RGP wearing group, a total of 236 lenses were provided for 14 patients. The average number of lenses per patient was 16.8 (range, 8–32). If one assumes an average retail cost of $75 per lens, seventeen lenses equates to $1275.

Three adverse events occurred in our study population. The diagnosis for the events was corneal abrasion, bacterial keratitis and corneal opacity presumed to be related to a tight fitting lens. All three patients wore a SE lens on an overnight basis. All three adverse events resolved without sequelae.

**Discussion**

We found the same median logMAR grating acuities in eyes wearing SE and RGP contact lenses at one year of age. The majority of the patients wore SE contact lenses. The median retail cost of replacing SE lenses was higher than for RGP. None of the children developed complications related to the use of contact lenses that resulted in permanent loss of vision. The corneas of eyes wearing SE lenses flattened more than eyes wearing RGP lenses.

The median logMAR grating acuity of the aphakic eyes at age 1 year is similar to that reported by others for infants with unilateral aphakia corrected with contact lenses. Allen and coworkers reported the logMAR acuity at 8 years of age was +1.05 (Snellen equivalent 20/225) for children undergoing lensectomies between 4–6 weeks of age, +1.23 (Snellen equivalent 20/340) when the lensectomies was performed between 6–8 weeks of age and +1.44 (Snellen equivalent 20/550) when the lensectomies was performed after 8 weeks of age. Autrata and coworkers reported a logMAR acuity of +0.58 (Snellen equivalent 20/76) at 5 years of age in a cohort of children who underwent a unilateral lensectomies when 3.1
months of age. The median logMAR grating acuity we measured in the untreated phakic eyes is similar to the median monocular visual acuity in normal 12-month-old phakic children. Since the visual acuity of children improves during early childhood, we anticipate the acuity will improve in these children over time.

None of the patients randomized to contact wear had a secondary IOL implanted. In another series, 30% of aphakic children have been reported to discontinue contact wear.

The majority of eyes (70%) in this study were fitted with SE lenses. The use of SE lenses for pediatric aphakia is well documented, and is the lens of first choice for most pediatric contact lens practitioners due to its ease of fitting, high power availability and excellent oxygen permeability. Although the SE lens is available up to +32D powers, it is limited to 3D steps in power. Additionally, only three base curves are available with powers greater than 20 D with the steepest BC (7.5mm) equaling 45.00D, which is flatter than the average corneal curvature in our study population. Nearly 90% of the eyes wearing SE lenses in our series were fitted with 7.5mm BCs, which was also the default BC selection. One study site fitted 5 eyes with a flatter BC than the 7.5 mm option, which is unusual for this patient population.

The use of RGP contact lenses for correction of infantile aphakia has been well recognized. However, only 3 of the 12 study sites fitted RGP lenses on 12 eyes. Although our RGP sample size is small, the mean values determined in our study represent the initial RGP BC to be 1.62 D steeper than mean keratometric values at baseline and 1.87 D steeper at 12 months after surgery. This steep cornea-lens relationship is probably a reason for high lens loss. The contact lens practitioners fitting RGP lenses usually make changes to the BC based on fluorescein pattern evaluations in a clinical setting. This evaluation may be performed with a portable slit lamp, hand held burton lamp or LED cobalt flashlight. RGP lenses require more time and expertise to fit, which is likely why they are used less often to correct pediatric aphakia.

The visual acuity data obtained at one year of age fails to provide convincing evidence regarding which lens material is the best option for managing infantile aphakia. Although RGP lenses are customizable to fully correct the refractive error, and SE lenses were limited in availability to 3D steps in this study, the visual outcomes were the same at one year of age.

The infant cornea is typically steeper in curvature than the adult cornea. With age, the globe’s radius enlarges and the corneal curvature eventually flattens to an adult mean of approximately 43 D. The mean corneal curvature at birth has been reported to range from 47 to 48.50 D. Moore reported that the mean corneal curvature flatten at a faster rate in aphakic than normal eyes. We did not find a difference in the rate of corneal flattening between the normal fellow eyes and the aphakic eyes in our study, although the aphakic eyes had steeper corneal curvatures at both the time of cataract surgery and at age 1 year.

Our study compared keratometric data obtained at the time of surgery to data obtained after an average of 8.5 months of contact lens wear. The mean rate of decrease in keratometric power was less in eyes that wore RGP lenses (0.10 D/mo) compared to eyes wearing SE lenses (0.22 D/mo), although this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.15). This difference may arise from an orthokeratology effect secondary to the relatively flat SE lenses. It may also be that the RGP lens may prevent the cornea from flattening, particularly when fitted steeper than the mean corneal curvature. Longitudinal studies after discontinuing RGP wear may help to elucidate the effect of RGP lenses on corneal curvature.
We found that the cataractous eyes had steeper corneal curvatures than the fellow eyes. Trivedi and Wilson\textsuperscript{28} also reported that the corneas of cataractous eyes of children with unilateral cataracts were significantly steeper than the corneas of the fellow eye at birth to six months of age.

We found that on average the keratometric astigmatism for the contact lens wearing cohort decreased by 0.05 D/mo. This is consistent with another report that noted a reduction of astigmatism in children during the first year of life.\textsuperscript{29}

The average annual contact lens replacement costs ranged from $1275 for RGP wearers, to $1925 for silicone elastomer lens wearers, which represents approximately 17 lenses/year for RGP and 11 lenses/year for SE contact lens wearers. Although RGP lenses were replaced more often than SE lenses, their unit cost is less than SE lenses. These costs may be greater than those encountered in general practice due to the study design, which called for two lenses to be ordered for all parameter changes to ensure that a duplicate spare lens would always be available.

Contact lens professionals had the option to fit HEMA-based soft hydrogel lenses if necessary, however none exercised that option. Custom designed high oxygen flux soft silicone hydrogel lenses are now available on the U.S. market. However, they were not approved at the time of our initial study design, so were not included in this study. Silicon hydrogel materials for infantile aphakia are the preferred soft material in Australia.\textsuperscript{30}

Ultraviolet radiation exposure damages the human eye, and has been reported to be associated with a variety of ocular disorders.\textsuperscript{31–33} The aphakic eye is potentially more vulnerable to retina changes related to UV exposure since the crystalline lens filters UV light. SE contact lenses do not provide UV protection, whereas RGP contact lenses may be ordered with UV blockers. This is a theoretical advantage for RGP lenses over SE lenses. However, there are no data to show whether this difference is clinically meaningful.

**Summary**

Contact lenses for the optical correction of infantile unilateral aphakia provide a safe and effective treatment. The visual outcomes at 1 year of age between the silicone elastomer contact lens group and rigid gas permeable contact lens group were identical with median recorded visual acuities of logMAR +0.80 for each group.
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Figure 1.
Longitudinal changes in mean keratometry values. Plots of the baseline and follow-up values versus age for the treated (top) and fellow (bottom) eyes. The lines connect the values of individual eyes.
Table 1

Average Central Keratometric Power (D) at Baseline and 1 Year of Age for Treated and Fellow Eyes of 52 Patients Treated with a Contact Lens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Follow-up Visit</th>
<th>Treated Eye*</th>
<th>Fellow Eye*</th>
<th>Difference*</th>
<th>p-value**</th>
<th>95% CI†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>46.3 (2.8)</td>
<td>45.4 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.2–1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 1 Year</td>
<td>44.6 (2.3)</td>
<td>43.4 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.2 (2.5)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.5–1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Per Month§</td>
<td>−0.2 (0.2)</td>
<td>−0.2 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.3)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>−0.06–0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are mean (standard deviation)
**The p-value for the paired t test comparing the means of the treated and fellow eyes.
†The 95% Confidence Interval for the difference between the means of the treated and fellow eyes.
§The change was calculated as (Follow-up – Baseline) and therefore negative values indicate a decrease in average central keratometric power.
### Table 2
Keratometric Astigmatism at Baseline and 1 Year of Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keratometric Astigmatism (D)</th>
<th>Baseline (n=57) n (%)</th>
<th>1 Year of Age (n = 52) n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0–0.5</td>
<td>5 (9%)</td>
<td>7 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6–1.0</td>
<td>13 (23%)</td>
<td>10 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1–1.5</td>
<td>5 (9%)</td>
<td>14 (27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6–2.0</td>
<td>13 (23%)</td>
<td>7 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1–2.5</td>
<td>7 (12%)</td>
<td>7 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6–3.0</td>
<td>6 (11%)</td>
<td>3 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 3.0</td>
<td>8 (14%)</td>
<td>4 (8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>